

CHAPTER NINE

World Wheel~ Spoke Five
Tinos, Greece
1989
Serpent, Tinos, Greece

I

SAILED FROM ITALY to Greece in wind and

tempestuous water. In the boat, I held onto
the railing with all my strength, as enormous swells
of the Adriatic Sea rolled our vessel from side to side.
Waves splashed against my face, and chairs and tables
screeched as they slid across the deck. A sailor ordered
me below, taking my hand to half guide, half drag me
across the pitching deck. I hated to separate myself
from nature’s testy spirit, and I pulled back to catch
a glimpse of purple clouds rimmed in orange, the last
light of day.
By the next morning the storm had passed, and
I caught my ﬁrst view of Greece. Powerful shapes of
earth and stone rose from the sea and then disappeared
as the waves crashed into the rugged coastline.
We entered the Gulf of Corinth surrounded by
Hellenic land. After we docked, I took the bus to Athens. Gasoline fumes and the constant honking of cars
in Athens assaulted me after the morning’s soothing
sea ride. As the sky darkened, I still had no place to
spend the night. A Greek woman who had attended
my lecture at the October Gallery in London had
given me the telephone number of Ingrid Fragantoni,
an architect living in Athens. I dialed her number and
she soon invited me—a stranger on the telephone—to
her home. What sweet relief!
A vivacious woman with long brown hair, tanned
skin, and penetrating blue grey eyes, Ingrid welcomed
me and led me into the living room, where the
stark black and white decor reﬂected her taste as a
designer. Born in Austria, Ingrid considered herself
Greek after having lived for ﬁfteen years in Athens.
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We sat on a black leather sofa and she looked at
photos of my sculptures while I explained my peace
project. She immediately suggested possible sites and
people to contact.
The next day, Ingrid introduced me to two strong
Greek women who were part of her circle of friends—
Paula, an artist and dancer, and Maya, a musician.
As the evening progressed, I asked my three
questions. To the ﬁrst, What are our origins?, they
replied, “We come from the elements of nature.”
To the second, What is our sickness, our imbalance?,
they answered, “We have a Greek arrogance that
often leads to rivalry and jealousy. We try to hinder
someone who gets a break and becomes famous.
We cut them down instead of supporting them.” To
my third question, What can heal this sickness?, they
responded, “We need to love and support one other.”
Many times in Greece, I asked these questions and
many times received similar responses.
My new friends suggested several sacred spots
to visit, as well as possible sites for the World Wheel
sculpture and performance. But ﬁrst I wanted to make
my own pilgrimage to Delphi, Greece’s most sacred
ancient site. I took a bus from Athens to Delphi and
arrived in the late afternoon. On the slopes of Mt.
Parnassus, I sought out the ancient Castalian Spring
that ﬂowed through a narrow gorge of vertical rock
walls. Laurel trees grew at the entrance, and to the
right votives burned in four niches cut into the cliff
to mark the sacredness of the spot. I drank deeply,
intuitively, and dipped my head into the water as a
puriﬁcation of my body and mind in preparation for
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my work in Greece. Later, I learned that this bathing
of the hair was a ceremony of puriﬁcation in ancient
Greek times.
Hiking back along the road, up a steep hill still
paved with stones, I arrived at the ruins of the Apollo
temple, built over an ancient sanctuary of Gaia, one
of the chthonic deities that predated the Olympian
gods. The myth of Apollo’s slaughter of the gigantic
serpent Python, representing the feminine power, tells
of Gaia’s dethroning. The ascension of Apollo and the
killing of a sacred earth creature symbolized not only
the triumph of the Olympians, but also the patriarchy which subdued and eventually destroyed the older
matriarchal society.
I turned back and looked out over a sea of olive
trees that followed the slope toward the Gulf of Itea.
Then, as I walked around the temple, my body became
more and more sensitive, as if it had soaked up the
wisdom stored within the rocks and earth. I knelt and
gathered small stones and soil as I asked permission
of Gaia to take her spirit with me in these forms.
I recalled the story of how the oracular priestess,
Pythia, spoke the words of the Goddess, muttering
her prophecies in verse after inhaling the tranceinducing fumes from a nearby chasm. I could imagine
her chewing laurel leaves, pausing from time to time
to drink water drawn from the Castalian Spring.
Robert Graves tells us in The Greek Myths that
Pythia represents the power of prophecy, the only
magical power left to women who had been reduced
to the status of chattel.12 After the conquest of Apollo
she retained her ancient role, but became a mouthpiece for the God rather than the Goddess herself.
As it grew late, guards closed the area, so I found my
way down to the sea. On a private sandy bay, I set up
my tent and in my dreams a priestess sang to me. The
tones of her voice gave me energy and inspired me to
ﬂy. I ﬂew above a crowd of people and my body whirled
and danced in the air. I awoke in the middle of the
night, went back to sleep, and entered the same dream.
It was almost as if the energy from Gaia’s sanctuary
had triggered the ecstasy of the ancient Pythia.
In the morning I sat outside my tent and read
the ancient Greek prophecies in Edith Hamilton’s
Mythology.13

“The fifth race is that which is now upon the
earth, the iron race. They live in evil times and their
nature, too, has much of evil, so that they never have
rest from toil and sorrow. As the generations pass,
they grow worse; sons are always inferior to their
fathers. A time will come when they have grown so
wicked that they will worship power; might will be
right to them, and reverence for the good will cease to
be. At last when no man is angry any more at wrongdoing or feels shame in the presence of the miserable,
Zeus will destroy them too. And yet even then something
might be done, if only the common people would arise and
put down rulers that oppress them.” [My emphasis]
After my pilgrimage to Delphi, I sought out a site for
my work. My friends in Athens had cottages at Epidauros, an ancient healing place, and at Tyros along
the east Peloponnesian coast. I visited these places,
yet as beautiful as they were, they did not enter my
dreams or resonate within me.
I returned to Athens and there met Xenophon
Giatagama. He told me about the beauty of Tinos,
one of the northernmost islands of the Cyclades, an
archipelago of some ﬁfty-six islands, southeast of
Athens in the Aegean Sea. These ancient islands were
inhabited as early as the Mesolithic period, seventh
millennium BCE. He owned three cottages there and
offered to let me use one. Several days later, I left on
the ferry from Raﬁna for the four and a half hour trip
to Tinos.
The boat was loaded with Greek pilgrims. The
moment I stepped off the boat at Tinos, the passion
of the eager pilgrims swept me along. I set off to see
the famous miracle-working icon of the Virgin, Megalokhari, whose name means “Great Joy.” Megalokhari,
once buried for centuries, had been recovered in 1822
as a result of the visions of a nun named Pelagia.
A huge crowd of Sunday worshippers, some walking, some crawling, surged up a broad avenue leading
to the Greek Orthodox Church of the Annunciation.
These throngs arrived here every week from all over
the world to receive blessing or hoping for a miracle
through their connection with the icon.
Worshipers and hopefuls packed the church.
Ordinarily I would avoid such a crowd, but the priest’s
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singing drew me like a magnet, inch by inch through
the throng and into the Panayia Evanghelistra, as
the locals called the church. Something sounded
familiar to me and I remembered my dream, in which
a priestess chanted a similar penetrating refrain with
the same fervor as the priest high in his pulpit.
People milled around, kissing the ancient icons
on the walls and in the shrines, lighting tall beeswax
candles. They deposited ex-votos—small objects
shaped like the part of the body they wanted healed—
praying, weeping, all with passionate intensity. The
air grew thick with smoke and the scent of incense
and burning wax. Filigree marble carvings covered
the window like lacy blinds. I saw evidence of the
pilgrims’ devotion by the icons that were so covered
by silver, jewels, and pearls—added by those who had
been healed by the images—that the painted faces and
hands had become barely visible.
Beneath the church, I joined other pilgrims to
collect water from the ancient spring and soil from
the spot where archeologists had found the icon.
Something about this spot had drawn the people of
Tinos here for centuries. To honor this sacred spot
they had built, in Hellenic times, a Dionysian temple,
and, later, a church. The hands of many pilgrims,
likely unaware of the temple’s ancient origins, had
rubbed the stones smooth.
I left the church and temple behind and found
my way to the nearby village in search of my friend’s
cottage. My love of stone warmed me to this bare and
rugged island, where rocks studded the ﬁelds and
bordered them in walls. Tiny stone houses sheltered
goats and sheep in stormy weather. In the villages, the
islanders had built simple cottages of stone which
they painted a pristine white so that they gleamed
brightly against the sea. Blue doors and sometimes
blue window frames corresponded naturally with
the environment. Even the narrow village streets, too
small for cars, had been whitewashed and painted
gaily with flowers. Along these pathways farmers
brought fresh vegetables from the ﬁelds on the backs
of donkeys.
Arriving at Ktikados, I followed Xenophon’s
instructions to go to the local taverna and find
someone to take me to his home. The thick stone
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walls of Xenophon’s traditional cottage immediately
charmed me, and I noted with pleasure the marble
insets carved with floral and animal designs over
doors and windows. From the second ﬂoor I had a
spectacular view of the sea and of ﬁelds with grazing
goats. I met my neighbor, an elderly Greek man who
came home from his ﬁelds every day and led his donkey
into the ground ﬂoor of his house. This harmonious
living arrangement between people and animals is
typical of the island, providing shelter for the animals
and warmth for the human inhabitants above. As I got
to know the people of the village, it touched me that
they did not treat me like a tourist, but allowed me to
move about my day as one of them.
I hiked to a hill near the cottage and followed a
dirt path to a ridge where I discovered a tiny white
chapel. These small shrines could be found in the
most inspiring places, often built on top of ancient
pagan sanctuaries. A gust of wind almost knocked me
off the ridge as I approached the shrine. The door had
to be pried open, but once inside I felt protected from
the elements. I lay down on a wooden bench, overwhelmed by the forces of earth and the heightened
current of energy running through me. After some
time, I rose, dropped a few coins in the offering box,
and lit the incense and candles that lay on the windowsill. As their fragrance ﬁlled the chapel, I slowly
circled the icon from which the Virgin, Protectress of
Foreigners, smiled down on me.
The wind died down for a moment and I hiked
farther along the path, toward a canyon sloping to
the sea. Not far from the chapel the cry of a young
goat caught my attention, so I walked over to investigate. She staggered around, looking for her mother,
still wet with membranes from the afterbirth. I held
her in my arms until her bleating subsided, then laid
the kid in the grass close to her grazing mother and
returned to the path.
On my left I saw a massive grey-green rock formation pierced by oval window-like openings that
framed magnificent vistas of the azure sea. As I
crawled through one of these holes, I realized that the
wind had carved them, a wind so strong I could barely
catch my breath. I had to lie ﬂat on my belly to avoid
being knocked off my feet.
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I continued my descent down the trail, the sun
warming my back. I felt as if I ﬂoated over the land
and touched the sea on all sides simultaneously until
I reached the bottom of the hill and, with feet ﬁrmly
planted on the ground, watched the locals farmers
move about with their ﬂocks of goats and wandering cows.
Though I scouted other places for the World Wheel
sculpture and ceremony, I always felt a thread connecting me to Tinos, pulling me back when I visited
anywhere else in Greece. Finally, against the warnings of my friends in Athens who said the inhabitants would neither understand the World Wheel nor
attend an unorthodox ceremony, I settled upon Tinos
as the ﬁfth spoke of the World Wheel.
Tinos had captured my heart. I felt strength in the
land, something intrinsic there that accounted for the
island’s reputation as a healing place. Besides the miracle-working spring and icon, snakes once abounded
on Tinos. They were used in ancient healing practices
and so gave the island its original name, Phidusa, the
Place of the Snakes. I felt tied to Tinos by an umbilical
cord. I could stray, but I could not stay away.
Returning to Tinos felt like returning home, and
I found my way back to the guesthouse Xenophon
had offered me. The ﬁrst morning I awoke in my new
home, I wrote in my journal:
Today I organized my house: writing space, meditation space, painting space, and sculpting space,
while the radio sang out popular Greek music and
made me want to dance and make love and weep
for the beloved.
A journalist friend of Ingrid’s published an article about me and the World Wheel in a prominent
magazine in Athens. As a result, I received a call from
a Greek artist who gave me the name of a woman on
Tinos who might help me.
Maria impressed me immediately with her warm
heart and willingness to translate for me on an island
where no one spoke English. Through her I met
Polyxeni, who would be one of the performers in the
ﬁnal performance, and other islanders who suggested
possible locations for the work. Things went so well

in those ﬁrst weeks that I half awaited some difﬁcult
moment to arise.
I spent a few days exploring the island, traveling
to all the quarries and gathering the green, white,
and gray marble for which Tinos had became known
through the millennia. In the town of Pirgos I talked with artists and artisans in their studios as they
carved the local marble. In the tradition of the island,
they created statues and window inserts with intricate
bird and ﬂower designs.
Around the island, in the numerous tiny bays
unaltered by humans, I gathered marble tumbled by
the hand of the sea, smooth ﬂat pieces of the sort
once carved into the goddess images during the
early Bronze Age (now referred to as “plank idols”).
The carvings are highly schematized images of the
Neolithic Mother Goddess and her descendants.
Most of these marble statuettes found on the
Cycladic islands stem from the Early Minoan period
and represent females, givers of life, with arms folded
across their abdomens.
From my journal, October 19, 1989:
Today I found the site! It has been here all the time,
waiting. It is everything and more than I have always
dreamed for a sacred site: fresh water running into a
tiny bay where the sea has eroded caves and mythical forms into granite. The choice reﬂects my feeling
about Greece—the harmonious relationship between
water and stone, the unconscious and the manifest.
The granite has high iron content, and the sea and air
have oxidized it, giving it an orange tint. The warm
color of its forms ﬂows into the deep Mediterranean
blue of the sea as if it has captured a sunset and frozen it in time. Immediately, I saw Aphrodite rising
out of the sea and Gaia stirring slowly in the cave.
The wind blew and wave hands beat against stone
as Poseidon created his sea music. I built a ﬁre in
the cave and gave thanks to this place. On leaving, I
cried out into the winds, efharisto. Thank you.
Raphael, a friend of Xenophon, agreed to help
me get permission to sculpt and perform at the site,
Livada Bay. He took me to the tiny village of Mircini,
the town next to Livada Bay, to meet Antonis Darmie,
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the mayor of the town that owned the property where
I wished to work. I took my portfolio, anticipating a
quiet meeting with a venerable gentleman. As it turned
out, we sat in the local tavern and men drifted in from
work, drinking round after round of raki, the ﬁery
biting liquor distilled from local grain, grapes, and
plums. Many of the men worked as goat herders, and
carried the smell of their charges on their clothes. As
the evening wore on, I began to feel as though I were
in a Fellini movie. The weather-beaten faces, squinteyed and gap-toothed, the gnarled hands and twisted
bodies combined with the raki to place me in a surreal
dream. With talk all around and no idea of what anyone said, I could only watch as more and more men
converged on our table to consume more and more
rounds of liquor. At midnight when we left, Raphael
turned to me and said, “You have permission.”
The next day, now having permission, I wandered
around Livada looking with new eyes. On the ridge
I saw giant stone eggs, broken open to release new
life toward the sea—giant stone ﬁsh, tortoises, and
dolphins, all carved into smooth shapes by the wind.
The Greek myth of the Universal Egg laid by the
ﬁrst goddess Eurynome, creator of all things, had
materialized in this place! After coupling with her
creatures, the serpent Ophion and the North Wind,
Eurynome took the form of a dove and laid the egg
that hatched all heavenly and earthly things.
I found a path through boulders down to the sea.
A light green snake, descendent of Ophion, slithered
under a bush and a dove ﬂew up from the same bush
into the sky. After I had explored the entire area, I
chose to work where sea ﬁngers pressed into eroded
folds of stone, creating sea music, groaning, clapping
against the stone, biting into stone ﬂesh, shaping
rock as rock shaped the sea. A natural amphitheater
for the performance already existed here, and any
voice or instrument would have to honor this natural
“instrument” ﬁrst.
As I sat on a boulder overlooking the expanse of
water, I reﬂected on my decision to remain celibate
until I completed the World Wheel. In my youth I had
sought sexuality, and I remembered how I had longed
for a soul mate. Even though I had married, I felt I
had not yet found my true companion. Back then I
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saw friends around me ﬁnd life partners and marry,
and I wondered if something was wrong with me, if I
was an outcast from that process of life. In the night
I would cry out, “Where are you?”
But now I did not long for anything. I felt free
to experience something more intense and sensual,
not connected to a single person. The beloved accompanied me all the time, in different clothes than my
earlier fantasies had conjured—in the warmth of
the earth caressing my feet, in the hardness of stone
pressing against my thigh, in the howling wind that
wrapped its arms around me, in the eyes of children
as I took my morning walk, in everything I saw or felt
or touched.
The sun sank into the earth, turning both the sky
and me orange like the stone I stood on. Darkness
fell and I gathered my belongings, slid down from
my stone seat, and found my way home through the
shadowy maze of boulders.
The next morning, I arose early and cooked a rice
and vegetable casserole for my lunch at Livada Bay.
With my sketchbook and carving tools, I walked four
miles on the narrow road that wound past waking villages, through valleys pungent with herbs. As I neared
Livada, I looked down on the sparkling bay with its
fresh stream ﬂowing over tumbled red, black, green,
and white stone toward the sea. Antonis sat on the
far hill with his youngest son, tending their herd of
goats. He waved as I passed.
I hiked over the hill and as I descended my eye
caught a prominent stone by the edge of the water.
Its swelling shape suggested a giant serpent rising out
of the surface, like the sacred Python rising from the
mud after the Deucalion deluge. In Ancient Greece
the snake symbolized life’s renewal. Asclepius, the
physician healer, kept snakes at his sanctuary in
Epidauros.
I drew the image of the serpent I had seen in the
granite and then began to carve its outline. A few days
earlier I had removed a small test stone from the area
and had learned that the stone on this site was hard!
The ﬁrst pound of the hammer blunted my chisel
point beyond use. I had bought the chisel two days
earlier from an islander who said he had made it for
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granite. I didn’t believe him, but bought it optimistically hoping he was right. My carbide chisels from
New York would hold up for awhile, but even they
did not last for the completion of this piece, which
was so large I had to view it from the adjoining cliff
to gain the correct perspective. Antonis walked over
from tending his sheep, watched me for awhile, and
then, with hand gestures, indicated a slight change
in the curve of the snake’s tail. I immediately made
the correction and drew the new curve on the boulder
where I would begin work the next day.

across the landscape, from under rocks and out
of caves, speaking into the wind, moving with the
rhythm of the sea.
After lunch, I visited one of the caves and
sat inside, as if within the bowels of an animal,
looking out through its open mouth. This earthhouse resonated as “home.” As I sat there, I felt a
burning sadness, the feeling that I had not yet fully
communicated through my life and work the borderless view that was my constant reality. What else is
the artist’s moral obligation, if not to show a vision

Serpent sculpture, Tinos, Greece

Vijali with Serpent sculpture

November 2, 1989:
The serpent is alive, moving in the stone as I release
her form day by day with my chisels. I carry my tools
to the site in my backpack: two sizes of hammers, one
for the initial work of removing stone and a lighter
hammer for details. I use two chisels, a ﬂat head and
point, a carborundum stone for sanding the surface
smooth if I wish, and paint. These simple tools have
allowed me to work without electricity. They have
made the entire world my studio.

of life, some fresh opening into the opaqueness of
our conditioned experience?
In the mornings I worked on the serpent, and in
the afternoons I prepared the ceiling and a wall of the
cave which I called Gaia’s Laboratory. I smoothed six
natural recesses into organic shapes and then painted
the spirits of the elements—water, air, earth, and ﬁre—
in bright, enamel-like colors. With more somber tones
I painted what I termed The Matrix Web, showing a
human head within a web that connected us to the
earth and universe.

The work on the stone was very slow. Day by day I
released the natural serpent from the top of the boulder with carbide-tipped chisels I sharpened twice a
day. I had never worked on harder granite. It ate away
at my tools and resisted any carving at all. My body
felt strained and the joints in my ﬁngers, wrists, and
elbows ached.
While I worked with hammer and chisel, the
performance came to me. I saw characters moving

Friends arrived to help me with the project. Paula
Lakah, who I had met in Athens, was in her thirties,
with light brown hair and voluptuous features and
ﬁgure. Everything she touched became artistic. Joaquin came from Spain with his yellow two-cylinder
Citroën. He had become a skilled sculptor and budding performer in the process of creating the last
two World Wheel spokes in Spain and Italy, and he
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Woman Made of the Cosmos, Tinos, Greece
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wanted to participate in as many of the events as he
could. The three of us drove to Livada each day to
work. Joaquin helped carve the serpent, and together
we gathered pebbles from the surf for a medicine
wheel on the ﬂoor of Gaia’s cave. We pressed the colored stones into the earth, like a pebble mosaic. On
four sides we dug holes and ﬁlled them with small
red, yellow, white and black stones to represent the
cardinal directions.
In Athens, I hunted for a lead actress for the performance. I had the name of a woman, Katarini Razelou,
whom I called and asked to meet at Ingrid’s apartment. She was in her early forties, of medium height
with long jet-black hair, penetrating blue eyes, and
the features of a classical Greek goddess. Her voice
and gestures were dramatic. She had acted in ancient
Greek and Shakespearian plays, in Greek ﬁlms, and
also read literature on her weekly radio program.
Katarini brimmed with enthusiasm and ideas. On
learning that I intended for the story to present the
archetypal contemporary woman from a Greek perspective, she went home to ponder the questions quietly and to write the life story of this woman in diary
form. After she left, I danced in Ingrid’s living room
expressing the joy I felt from our meeting.
The next day, Katerini returned with me by boat to
Tinos, and we began to script the performance. As an
actress, her great fear was the loss of youth. The solution, she thought, was to ﬁnd beauty in each moment.
She wanted her performance to reﬂect that.
I also wanted to acknowledge the strength of
women and the need to balance feminine and masculine power. I began to work with Polyxeni Evangelatou, a young art student living on Tinos. She and
Joaquin would play the roles of the internal feminine
and masculine within Katerini. We decided to call
the performance Phidusa Snake Woman, recalling the
ancient name for Tinos.
I had located a second cave, which would be Phidusa’s cave, at the crest of a ridge overlooking the sea. I
worked there every day, often in terrible winds. I had
already smoothed the stone walls of the cave and was
working on a ﬁgure I called Woman Made of the Cosmos,
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Woman Made of the Cosmos (detail)

who represented our true nature as part of the cosmos.
The upper part of her body was the starry sky, while
her lower half contained a Tinos landscape with tree,
pond, snake, and doves, representing all of the earth.
In her hand, she held the world globe. This image
emerged out of my own ﬂeeting memories of birth,
of Nut, the Egyptian goddess whose body formed the
vast sky, and of Kali, who contained the whole process
of life, birth and death, preservation and destruction
within her form. An image of who we really are!
It was freezing cold on the last day of my work on
the painting. I built a ﬁre, but got mostly smoke, as
this was the windiest point of the site. I stuck my
paintbrush into the holes I had cut in my gloves for
my ﬁnger tips. With stiff, frozen joints, I painted
the last strokes of earth for Phidusa’s feet. The wind
carried paint from my brush and streaked the stone
with yellow and blue that I would have to chisel off
the next day.
While I was working, Antonis came by and
watched for an hour. He seemed impressed by how I
continued to work in the relentless winds and cold,
just like the shepherds and farmers of the island. He
spread the word and my dedication seemed to earn
me the respect of the islanders.
Katarini arrived with a draft of the script. At Livada
Bay, in the freezing cold, we worked together to
develop the choreography so she could rehearse
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portions of the script in different locations. Polyxeni
developed her part as Phidusa Woman’s spirit.
A great freeze with snow arrived on the performance day, and I had to postpone the performance
until the following weekend. Almost everyone had the
ﬂu—Katarini and my other friends from Athens, many
of whom had planned to be part of the performance. I
had taken a six-hour hike to center myself, and the icy
wind—its breath piercing nostrils, eyes, and ears—had
brought on a sore throat and bronchitis.
To my great joy, Shirley Graham, a friend from
California, arrived. And then Jan Semmel, friend and
owner of the World Wheel site in Spain, came with
a couple of his friends. Together we created a scroll
to commemorate the performance and our time on
Tinos, including in it some of the sculpture images
and words from the script. We sealed the scroll in a
waterproof container and ceremonially buried it deep
in the earth of Gaia’s cave.
My friends had told me not to feel hurt if the
islanders didn’t come to the performance. “They only
go to church festivals, family dinners, and the yearly
killing of the pig,” they said.
But to my surprise, the whole island stirred over
the World Wheel event. The mayor came and even the
priests from both the Catholic and Greek Orthodox
churches came. Their congregations, who were usually
locked in conﬂict, arrived and mingled—a rare event.
The children and teenagers of the island came, as well
as the elders. Altogether, about three hundred people
gathered in Livada Bay.
The storm had lifted, leaving a magniﬁcent day
with just enough wind to make the water sing and
to play with the the hair and the clothes of the performers. The story was about a Greek woman named
Phidusa, played by Katarini, who brought the voices
of the past into harmony with the present. She asked
herself the questions of life: Where do I come from?
Who am I? Where do I go? She recounted the history of
Greece and how she came ﬁnally to Livada to ﬁnd herself and become healed. Polyxeni, as her spirit, stood
silhouetted against the sky as the people of the island
gathered at the bay.
Phidusa leaned against a giant boulder and spoke.
“I come from time. At a speciﬁc moment in time I was

born. He bore me. Time. In this country called Greece,
ancient and modern, mystical and bright, pagan and
Christian Orthodox, I carry in my cells Homer’s
poems. I carry the philosophical conception of Ephessos, and yet I am here. The ﬂourishing explosion of
arts and science of ancient Greece are married to the
severe spiritualism of Byzantium. The twelve Gods of
Olympus and the Greek Orthodox Christianity are
both here under this sun, the Mediterranean sun, at
this sea, the Aegean Sea, Aegean, mare nostrum.”
She wandered through the forest of boulders and
came to the ﬁrst cave, where she touched the plants
which formed the cape of Gaia, in which I was costumed. She talked to the earth, and asked for her help
and wisdom. The cave represented Gaia’s laboratory in
which she mixed the elements for creation.

Vijali as Seaweed Gaia in the Phidusa Woman performance

As Phidusa talked to the earth, the earth rose and
became the ﬁgure of Gaia. Phidusa sat in amazement
as I lit sage by the ﬁre and blew smoke over her with a
feather. From one of the four piles of stones in front
of me, I picked a white stone for wisdom and gave
it to Phidusa. Phidusa then caught sight of the cave
paintings, and she rose to explore the rest of the cave.
The audience followed her, each one entering the
cave. I, as Gaia, picked one stone to contain a seed of
wisdom for each individual and placed it in his or her
hand. I remember the look of childlike innocence and
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awe on their faces as they came to me and received
a stone. They held it with great love; some cried.
Each then continued their own journey through the
wilderness of boulders. At the top of a hill, Phidusa
entered another cave and fell down in prayer. As she
wept, she raised her head and saw a vision of herself
represented in an immense cave painting, Woman
Made of the Cosmos.
In the painting, the island—with its waters and
snakes—represented Phidusa’s feet. From a tree,
the white pigeons of Tinos rose. In Phidusa’s cosmic body, she held the sun and moon and the stars.
Around her head glowed a halo, and in her hand she
held the earth.
Now Phidusa rose, carrying this vision of herself in her heart, and continued her journey toward
the sea. She descended to a rock jutting out over the
water, where she was drawn irresistibly to the giant
yellow serpent carved in the granite stone. She stood
on the rock and gazed pensively out to sea. The audience gathered on the boulders around her. Poseidon’s
music—the sound of waves breaking against eroded
granite—ﬁlled the air.
Finally, Phidusa spoke. “I look at the sea, this
sea, immense, blue, omnipotent, and at these rocks,
gnawed, chiseled by her, but still solid and resisting,
and I think how this landscape will change. Little

Sea the Unconscious, dancer Shirley Graham,
in the Phidusa Woman performance
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Greek musicians playing in the Phidusa Woman performance

by little the sea will eat the rocks—even this stable,
immovable rock that I stand on now, after thousands
of years, will no longer exist!”
After saying this, Phidusa sank down into the
stone and fell asleep with the serpent to dream
of Gaia. I appeared as Gaia on the horizon, then
descended dreamlike to the stone where Phidusa slept
and touched her. Gaia plucked some berries from her
cape and left them by Phidusa’s side. Then she faded
away as in a dream. Phidusa stirred, conscious of some
strange new life in her. She awoke with the wisdom
of the earth, cured of her agony. Then the sea drew
Phidusa, and she baptized herself with the seawater
that remained in a natural basin in the stone.
“But there is beauty in each separate moment,”
Phidusa continued, “in this exact moment while
we are alive and healthy under this sun, at this
amazing bay. We can see, feel, taste. And if we feel the
vividness of each moment, we abolish time because
each minute becomes an eternity. This is the secret
of happiness.”
Next, Shirley, as “The Sea” (I had painted her
face blue and white as a seascape) representing the
unconscious, danced as waves with each person in the
audience as they passed through the unconscious on
their way to the second bay, “Consciousness.”
The participants climbed over a high ridge and
descended into a mysterious bay of black stone. Phidusa sat on a jutting section of the gigantic black
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wall of stone, looking out into the sea, and seemed at
peace. From the black wall emerged her inner form of
man and woman. Joaquin and Polyxeni ran towards
each other, leapt into the air, and found each other
in an embrace as the sea gathered around their feet.
Joyfully, they ran toward a tall tower of driftwood and
set it ablaze.
Phidusa rose and musicians from the island played
Greek island music while she drew the audience into
her circle to dance.
That evening, after the performance, Mircini, the
closest village to Livada, gave a festival to honor the
World Wheel event. In between Greek music, dance,
and food, the people of the island gave speeches
to me, and read poetry they had written expressing their gratitude, their love of the sculptures and
the performance, and their pleasure at being given

this connection to a larger spiritual family. Many of
them said that we had shown them the beauty of
their own land and had reconnected them with its
spiritual force.
One elderly woman, the mother of Rigos, the postman, had tears in her eyes as she held my hand and
said, “The young ones here have lost connection with
the church. Your sculptures and ceremony have given
them a spiritual form with which they can relate.”
This is exactly what I had hoped for—an emerging
mythology that was relevant to our difﬁcult modern
times.
At the end of the festival the villagers danced.
Danced? No, they became gods and goddesses. Their
earthly faces and work-worn bodies became radiant,
transfused with light and joy. Of all the gifts they
offered me, this was the greatest.

Vijali as Seaweed Gaia at the Aegean Sea
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CHAPTER TEN

Kundalini
Santa Barbara, California
1976
Within (detail)

M

ORNING FINALLY CAME and with it,

exhaustion. I leaned into the large
rust-colored pillows on the rattan-covered ﬂoor in
my studio, pulled a Peruvian llama blanket up over
my shoulders, and closed my eyes. I wanted to sleep,
but the images and feelings from the night’s tremendous experience haunted me and struggled to take
shape again. I reached for my leather-bound journal
and recorded the experience as if it were happening
all over again.
July 8, 1976:
I am siting on the ﬂoor of my studio with a cup of
freshly picked sage tea, relaxing after supper and
studying the sculptural painting I completed this
afternoon. An intense and foreign feeling suddenly
radiates from my chest and grows as hot as the sun
as it slowly rises up my spine. Each breath becomes
more difﬁcult. I try to hold on, but my sense of self is
no longer conﬁned to my body—it expands outward.
My point of observation is now from a great distance.
I look through a billion eyes in every direction. I
must stop this force that has taken hold of me, but
I can’t. I am propelled by some energy beyond my
control. My body is rigid. I am unable to move. I
cannot speak, yet I am excruciatingly conscious. To
pass out now would be a great relief! Every detail of
both the studio and my body is painfully clear. My
fear and panic increase in proportion to the heat and
energy rising within. I think that I am surely going
insane. Am I dying? The ﬂaming sun-force moves up
through my neck and into the center of my head. I
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see blinding light. This blasting force moves through
the crown of my head out into the space above my
body. My perception changes—everything becomes
radiant light. My body, the pillows, the ﬂoor I sit
on, the space itself, all of it—the table, cushions, and
hanging plants—breathe, quiver, and melt into one
boiling, pulsating ocean of light. The world I am
accustomed to dissolves into open space. The world
continues in a new frequency, pulsing, merging,
uniting.
I have lost sense of time. Hours may have passed.
I have no way of knowing. The energy moves downward, my body becomes heavy again. The heat subsides. The hardness of the ﬂoor returns and brings
me back into a world of separations. But this knowing stays with me: This world of seeming divisions is
really one endless buoyant sea of light. Dawn slowly
emerges. The light in the sky becomes brighter as
my own light recedes, cools, dims to apparent, solid
boundaries.
I put down my journal and buried my face in the
voluptuous pillows in an attempt to get some early
morning rest. But thoughts kept hounding me. The
sensations that moved up my spine, the light, was
this the Kundalini energy I had read about? Why
the panic? Was something wrong with me? And the
deeper fear: was I schizophrenic like my mother?
I pulled a book from my shelves and read: “The
word ‘Kundalini’ means ‘That which is coiled up,’
like a serpent, traditionally explained as an energy lying dormant at the base of the spine. When
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Within

aroused, it rises, moving upward through the spinal
column, touching six main centers, or chakras, as
it ascends to the crown of the head. These chakras,
although located in speciﬁc anatomical areas, exist
on a subtle plane. As the Kundalini energy passes
through each center, the chakra becomes vitalized
and its speciﬁc characteristics are experienced on the
physical, mental, and emotional levels as well as the
spiritual.”14
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I heard a knock. A voice penetrated the thick
wooden door. “Vijali, are you there?” I was jarred out
of my reverie. I rose with trembling body and slipped
into a paint-splattered smock, stiff at the cuffs with
polyester resin. The bolts slid back easily and I swung
the heavy door open. Jeff, the sculptor from next
door, stood silhouetted against the morning sky, lean
and tall, his hair already rufﬂed from work. He held
a wrench.
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“Vijali, you look like a ghost!”
The light hurt my eyes, and it took me a moment
to understand what he was talking about—something
about replacing a gas line for his kiln. “Oh, yes, the
lines.” Speaking was difﬁcult, and I struggled to continue the conversation.
The day advanced, people came and went. The studio—my sanctuary—now conﬁned me and walled me
in painfully. The people, the studio, the work with
the synthetic marble material I had developed, all of
it repulsed me. Everything seemed of the past and
no longer valid in the new world of light and energy
I had glimpsed. I felt like a stranger in my own life.
Who could I speak to about what I had seen?
Ron Levy, an art collector who had been buying
my work for many years, arrived from Los Angeles. He
browsed through the studio. His small, well-built body
was tense with shyness, but his genuine support and
love for my work broke through. He always conveyed
a feeling of warmth, and usually left with a sculptural
painting under his arm or sometimes a large one that
we carried out with the help of my neighbors.
I felt listless as I showed him the piece I had completed the day before.
“That’s marvelous,” he said.
I smiled, but the work no longer had importance.
My thoughts drew me in one direction, my actions in
another. I felt dizzy. Then the same current I experienced the night before shot through me again, less
extreme, but in the same pattern.
“I’m going to take a walk on the beach,” I said.
“Make yourself at home.” I pushed the teapot across
the counter. “Here, have a cup of sage tea.”
Instead, Ron wrote me a check for $4,500—half
payment for the mural Exit into Life that I was working on, still unfinished. He took the sculptured
painting I had just completed to show to a friend.
We lifted it off the dolly and struggled to ﬁt it into
the back of his station wagon. He drove off with a big
smile and I walked down to the ocean, relieved to be
alone, my feet sinking deep into the wet sand as the
tide rose around my ankles.
A few days passed and I wondered how I would ﬁnish
the sculptural mural for Ron. I knew I must complete

this piece before I could begin my new cycle, but felt
distaste even touching the work. I needed to be out in
the mountains, amongst stone and nature.
The phone rang. I answered and heard Mangala,
the young nun at the convent who had corresponded
with me while I was in Canada.
“I wanted to let you know that Swami is dying.”
I immediately called the Hollywood Center. “I
want to see him,” I told the nun who answered the
telephone.
“Only the monastics are seeing him now,” she
answered.
I hung up with that same old feeling of being shut
out. Could Swami’s imminent death have anything to
do with the changes I felt?
The desire to be in the hills consumed me that
afternoon. I grabbed my Peruvian poncho, jumped
in my VW bug, and drove to my secret spot in the
Santa Ynez Mountains overlooking the coast. I had
found this site when Dale and I returned from India,
and it gave me comfort—the power spot I turned to
in times of stress for strength and clarity. The hills
were strewn with huge boulders, and I sat at the foot
of one that resembled a female deity. The round stone
body seemed ready to give birth to a child of ancient
wisdom. Holes that formed eyes looked benignly
down on me as I wrote in my journal and wept.
A lizard established its territory on the far side
of the hip-shaped boulder that we shared. We stared
at each other, curious and respectful, until an idea
formed as strong and clear as if it had lived with me
always: I would work in harmony with the organic
forms of these special areas, to carve and paint
these boulder outcroppings as our earliest ancestors
once did. I drove down the winding road off the
mountain, carrying a little of the mountain’s peace
within me.
I gave away the rosary Swami Prabhavananda had
given to me at the time of my initiation. Though I had
dearly loved it, recently it had become a hindrance,
not a help. And though I didn’t yet understand what
had happened, I became convinced that the changes
I felt were the Kundalini transformations described
by Indian yogis.
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releasing some aspect of the feminine spirit from its
encumbrance. I saw myself transcending the conditioning of the artist in a commercial world. Then I
saw myself leaving the sculptured boulders for whoever came across them.
The need to close my studio in Santa Barbara
consumed me. I decided to give away everything I
didn’t need: clothing, the sophisticated power tools
for my artwork, and an enormous commercial dough
mixer I had used for mixing my marble composition.
I needed only simple hand tools—hammer and chisel
and a few paints. I gave away the library that I had
collected over thirty years. The giving was joyous, not
desperate. To each person, I gave what I felt would be
of beneﬁt. I saved only what I would need for survival:
backpacking equipment, art supplies, and a few pieces
of clothing.

Borderless

I wrote in my journal:
If I start jumping up and doing the crazy movements
my body wants to do, I fear people will put me in a
psychiatric hospital. But the vision persists: the understanding of myself as pure energy, as the world.
I tried to work with the roller-coaster energy and
realized that two things were happening one after
the other: The arousal of the Kundalini energy in my
body had changed my consciousness, and then the
change had created panic. I knew that panic did not
initiate the experience; it only distorted the energy. I
felt deeply that I had experienced a borderless reality,
and that the tension and fear came from living in a
society that denies that reality.
As I worked in my studio, a recurring image haunted me. I saw myself standing in a wilderness area
carving boulders with a simple hammer and chisel,
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In September of 1976, I had an art exhibition in
which I gave away my art. It was amusing to observe
how people responded to this event. If someone came
up to a piece and admired it, I lifted it off the hangers
and said, “It’s yours!”
Some people freaked out. One man backed off
when I tried to give him a sculpture, saying, “I’d like
this, but I’m sure there’s something wrong. What’s
going on here? Is this some kind of joke?” He left the
studio quickly.
Another man stood admiring a sculptural painting on the wall. When I said, “You can take anything
you like,” he began to grab everything in sight. A
friend of mine had just entered the studio. He put a
hand on the man’s shoulder and said, “Why don’t you
leave a few things for someone else?”
As the day ended, more friends arrived and I
opened the large portfolio of drawings I had left
for last.
Alone after the show, I thumbed through my journal
and read a dream I had written the year before:
A blasting, roaring ﬁre sweeps over the mountains,
burning houses—everything in sight. I can see it coming and have only a few minutes to take what I can
carry in my hands. I go into each room, start to take
some books, then put each book back and say to
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myself, I don’t need the books of the gurus anymore.
I start to take a piece of clothing and realize I don’t
need it. I can’t ﬁnd anything that seems important
enough to take. I end up taking only my toothbrush!
I walk away feeling total relief, lightness, and joy. I
don’t look back at the consuming ﬂames.
On December 5, 1976, I removed the passenger seat
of my Volkswagen bug and ﬁt in a piece of wood so
that I could sleep full-length. I made the other half of
the back seat a table for my typewriter. My camera,
paints, hammer, and chisel ﬁt into a box underneath
the table. I put a few clothes in the back along with
my guitar. A friend had made me a tiny ceramic plate
and cup that ﬁt neatly in the glove compartment.
I had saved a little money from the sales of my
artwork and I thought I might survive for a year or
two if I lived simply. I didn’t know where I would go,
but I drove off in my VW bug singing.
The ﬁrst night I fell asleep in my car at Gaviota
Park after watching the sun set over the ocean. The
next morning I woke early to take a long walk barefoot

along the shallows of the Pacific. Having turned
myself inside out, I now found that my internal life
resided on the outside. I had walked into a new life
with no division between the inside and outside—a
vast world.
As I sat on a boulder watching the sky turn pink
and the ocean become opalescent, I remembered the
words from my dream the night before: The answers are
simple; they come from the Earth. The answers are simple;
they come from the Earth. They come from the Earth.
This feeling of living on the edge of the unknown
became a spiritual practice for me. From that
day forward, I ceased making choices based on
past habits, patterns, or the need for security or
religious tradition. Instead, my choices were based
on intuition—what my spirit responded to and the
feeling of love. I experienced life as an unfolding
ritual of returning to the moment, to my breath, to
Earth. Living this way, I might ﬁnd what I had known
in childhood when I sat in my circles of stones in my
grass hideaways, where I listened to silence, and felt
joy in the messages of clouds.

Om bhur bhuvah svaha
tat saviture varenyam
bhargo devasya dhimahi
dhiyo yo nah pracodayat

Earth, Atmosphere, Heavens,
Body, Mind, Spirit,
we meditate with an unwavering mind
on the radiant light of our source
from whom the universe has sprung.
May we live and move
with illumined consciousness.
Vedic Gayatry Mantra
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

World Wheel~ Spoke Six
South Gallala Plateau, Egypt
1990
Woman with the Wings of an Eagle, Sun at Her Forhead,
Moon at Her Feet (detail)

O

MN EYA G OM AA invited me on the

telephone to come and stay at her elegant
Cairo apartment overlooking the Nile until I found
my footing in Egypt. I had been given her number
while in Greece by one of my new friends. Omneya,
an Egyptian woman about my age, had worked
for the United Nations for twenty years setting
up recruitment programs throughout Africa. She
had beautiful black hair and golden skin, and the
sculptured lips and large eyes of the classical Egyptian
statues I had always admired. She dressed in modern
clothes, not the purdah and long dresses of the women
I saw in the streets.
On my second day in Egypt, Omneya’s closest
girlfriend joined us. She had the same chiseled
features as Omneya. She brought her husband and
the two of them took me to their farm in the desert
oasis Wadi El Natrum. From there we walked into the
surrounding desert, to Saint Bishoy’s Monastery. Built
in the fourth century, the domed adobe buildings had
a wonderful simplicity about them, reﬂecting the lives
of their inhabitants, monks of the Coptic order.
Although Omneya and her friends were Muslim,
they had a fondness for the Coptic monasteries, where
I found the original spirit of Jesus and the essential
ideology of Christianity untainted by the power politics of the modern church. The Coptic monks based
their practices on their direct experience of God,
and embraced all forms of mysticism and the love of
humanity. Some of the monks spoke English, and
among these were doctoral scholars, writers of books
on Coptic subjects. I had read about the Egyptian des-
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ert hermits as a child, but I had assumed the tradition
was dead. Instead it was ﬂourishing. I longed for a
closer look.
Of the eighty monks in this monastery, ﬁve lived
in caves as hermits. I told them about my ten years as
a member of the Vedanta monastic order and my ﬁve
years as a hermit on Boney Mountain in California.
One of the monks told my story to an elder who had
been a hermit for thirty-ﬁve years. Father Elias rarely
spoke with anyone and especially not with people outside the monastic order, but he expressed an interest
in talking with me.
One of the monks led me to a private corner of the
monastery and introduced me to Father Elias. He sat
in a chair and gave me a warm smile when I entered
the courtyard. He gestured for me to sit close to him
and immediately welcomed me as a kindred soul. A
grandfatherly man, complete with white beard against
olive skin, he spoke English well.
“I understand you love caves also,” he said. “I used
to live in a cave attached to another monastery, but
they worried that I’d lead the monks away from agricultural labor and toward mysticism instead, so they
asked me to leave.” He chuckled. “Now I’m seeking
permission from the Coptic Pope to return to my cave
life at another monastery. I live here in St. Bishoy’s
as close to isolation as possible. I have to stay here
because I have problems with my digestion.”
He leaned back in his chair and we sat silent for
a while. Tears ﬁlled his eyes and he said, “In my life
as a hermit, I experienced uninterrupted communion
with God. It’s different here in the monastery.” Then
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he leaned forward and spoke softly, “Please pray for
me, and I will pray for you to ﬁnd the right place for
your retreat and for the World Wheel work.”
I put my hand on his. “I will pray for you.” I felt
so close to him. We took comfort in our silences and
watched the clouds gather above us, then break up
into tiny cotton balls.
I broke the stillness with a question. “Can you
share your spiritual practices with me, the ones you
use alone in your cave?”
I adjusted the shawl that I kept over my head and
shoulders in respect for the women’s traditional dress
of the country. My long skirt covered my legs and I
settled back in my chair.
“In the hermit life,” he began, “one must keep
changing routines, going from one activity to another—from reading scriptures, to prayer, to work with
the hands. Make a list and start with the things you
like most. End with those you like least. Then begin
the day with what interests you least, because that is
when you have the most energy. End the day with the
things you like most, because that is when you have
the least energy.” He had such a twinkle in his eyes,
I almost believed he was about to wink at me. “Also,
protect your life from external pressures so you’re free
to live spontaneously.”
“I try to keep my life simple for that very reason,” I
said. Then, after a pause, I asked him, “Have you seen
God?”
Tears sprang to his eyes and he nodded his head,
his white beard spreading over his chest. “Yes, my
daughter!”
When his breath deepened, I stood. He had given
me so much. I didn’t want to take away more of his
precious silence with God.
As we stood together, tears rolled down his aging
cheeks and mine became moist, too. He said, “Come
any time, my daughter, you are always welcome.”
I left, wondering whether it is possible to live such
an intense inner life with God amid the activities,
deadlines, and pressures of the outside world.
After my talk with Father Elias, I took a walk in
the desert to savor my time with him. But in the
middle of a sea of golden sand, a small, wiry, dark-

skinned Egyptian man appeared from nowhere and
stood on a pyramid-shaped dune. He greeted me in
broken English, punctuated by Arabic. He must have
registered my shock at seeing someone else when I
believed I was alone in this endless stretch of sand and
sky, but for some reason I felt no fear, only surprise.
He raised an arm, thin and blackened by the sun,
and he pointed to a nearby sand dune. I got his message: he lived just over the next hill. He beckoned me
to follow. Intrigued, I walked in his footprints across
the dune until we both disappeared over its ridge and
entered a tiny one-room structure buried in the side
of the hill.
He lived alone, with no donkey or means of transport, but he had painted the walls of his tiny shack
with primitive pictures of eagles in all stages of ﬂight.
From one corner he pulled out a strange contraption.
Using gestures, he showed me how the cord trap
would catch hold of a large bird by the feet. I realized
that he trapped eagles.
I surveyed his environment. “What do you do with
them?” I asked.
“I transport them on foot—and—sell—them.” He
stumbled with the English. “In local Arab markets.”
He pointed south.
We left the shack and climbed to the top of the
dune where we gazed out over the horizon. With the
sun almost kissing the edge of his desert, he pointed
to the open sky and said, “All I love and need is right
here, the open sky, the barren sands.”
Although he had only a few words of English, I
understood him well. Tears shone in his eyes as he
spoke about the stars at night and of his love of this
world. His wife and children, it seemed, did not share
his love for the desert, and they lived in the nearest
town. I understood—how I understood—and I wept
with him over the agony and ecstasy of a life so close
to my own in its sentiments.
Although Omneya’s friends had invited me to stay
at their desert farm and to create the World Wheel
sculpture and ritual there, I felt I needed to experience more of Egypt. Filled to the brim with the love
I had experienced, I returned to Cairo and visited an
Egyptian museum where visitors can touch the art
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as well as look at it. Since childhood, I had a special
love for Egyptian art. When I was sick or sleepless, I
used to curl up with art books depicting the artifacts
I now saw and held. They soothed me then and they
nourished me now.
That evening, Omneya held a United Nations party
in her ﬂat and I watched my ﬁrst Egyptian belly dance.
Later we sat and talked about Islamic practices. The
practice of Ramadan, an annual month-long fast,
appealed to me in particular, and I planned to fast with
the locals. I also marveled that the traditional dance
of this culture, which so emphatically emphasized the
covering of a woman’s body, would be belly dancing,
which exposed it in such a delightful, sensual way!
I felt the need to walk from Cairo to the Pyramids as a
pilgrimage, so on my fourth morning I set out before
sunrise. By mid-morning I was lost. I found myself
in a section of Giza devoid of western dress or inﬂuence. I pulled my scarf down over my forehead and
checked to see if my skirt covered my ankles. Then
I consciously drew my energy in, becoming as invisible as possible. In the maze of streets new smells and
sounds transported me, and the crowds dressed in
traditional Muslim clothing fascinated me. I looked
at each face as if it were my own and warmth ﬁlled my
body: “Yes, you are my family, my very own.”
In a mosque, I entered the section for women and
prayed as a Muslim. Egyptian children begged me
for “pounds,” and squeezed and pushed up against
me. As I bowed and touched my head to the ground,
other women’s bodies pressed against me. I prayed
for our world family, my only family, for the freeing
of women’s lives all over the world, and for the earth,
our common mother.
Finally, I reached the pyramids. With other tourists I entered corridors and chambers so cool and
dark that I felt as if I were deep in a cave, an experience which always brings me back to the roots of my
being. I longed for time there alone, but the guides
hurried us through, anticipating the moment when
they would ask for a tip.
A few days later I took a bus across the Suez Canal,
down the west side of Sinai to the tip that juts into
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the Red Sea. At Sharam al Sheikh, I found a campsite
at the water’s edge and set up my tent. The next day I
swam in the clear blue sea among coral reefs. Unaware
that I had set up camp near a tourist site, I found the
tourist environment jarring. I hated the constant pressure, the nagging for money, and the endless questions: “Are you married? Are you alone? Where do you
sleep?” American music blasted into the night, and the
next day a bulldozer gnawed into the earth next to my
camp site, adding its thunderous voice to the blare of
American rock. I wanted to be with Egyptians in their
normal setting, so I was happy to leave.
An American couple from the Midwest gave me a
ride to Mount Sinai. Here the desert ﬂoor swelled into
sculptured mounds touched with salmon, yellow, and
green. We occasionally saw Bedouins among these
dunes, traveling with their camel trains. The women
wore black veils and brightly embroidered dresses.
Some tended ﬂocks of goats.
The bone-bare granite of Mt. Sinai rose red out
of the desert. This was one of those places where
I felt how the power of stone could transform
consciousness. Shape, size, and chemical composition,
all united to become a conduit between the core of
the earth, ourselves, and the heavens.
From the base of the mountain we hiked for over
two hours, straight to the top without stopping. I felt
the 7,000-foot ascent in my legs and lungs. The temperature dropped to freezing and it began to snow. When
we reached the summit, the view was staggering—range
after range of red and salmon granite, twisted by the
movement and eruption of the earth. Here Moses had
received the Ten Commandments from God. Who
would not hear the voice of God in this place?
The ancient Greek Orthodox monastery of Saint
Catherine, built at the beginning of the sixth century
A.D., sat at the base of the mountain. They had guest
accommodations, so I spent the night.
The next morning I hiked on the mountain again,
and found my own sacred spot among enormous
granite boulders dislodged from the top over the centuries. As I sat in the rays of the rising sun, the ﬁrst
day after the dark of the moon, I felt a deep unspoken
knowledge of what God is and what our relationship
is to the Whole.
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I left the next day with an American family returning
to Cairo. What a shock to leave the silent and pristine
beauty of the desert and enter that hectic city again,
with its garbage and the unceasing honking of car
horns! I took a tiny room on the thirteenth ﬂoor of
the Everest Hotel at a cost of six and three-quarter
Egyptian pounds per day, a little more than an American dollar, with breakfast. The noise rose from the
streets below, but even that and the grimy windows
and doorsills couldn’t decrease my joy at having a
space of my own: bed, coffee table, even a sink. The
manager seemed nice, but not too nice, a refreshing
change in a city where Americans represented dollars
and sex.
I met a couple from Europe who wanted to visit
Saint Anthony’s, another Coptic monastery, so we
hitchhiked together, catching three rides. The last,
a large truck with a rough-looking Egyptian man as
driver, dropped us off at the start of the fourteenkilometer road to the monastery. When he saw us
beginning to walk down that road, however, he called
us back, and, to our amazement, unhitched the large
bed of the truck and drove us in the cab right to the
monastery.
The Coptic father who greeted us at the entrance
said warmly, “It is God who has brought you to this
place.”
He wore a black tunic and a black embroidered
hood. Behind him the monastery buildings rose with
ancient ambiance—a grouping of beautifully sculpted
adobe domes, topped with crosses. The father guided us to the dining room where he offered us bread,
honey, and tea.
I developed an immediate rapport with a monk
whose name was Father Dioskouros. We shared the
stories of our lives and spiritual experiences. Eventually, I asked permission to spend four days of retreat
in one of their caves. Typically, outsiders are not told
the location of the caves, but he argued my case with
the Bishop who happened to be at the monastery and
the Bishop granted permission.
“St. Paul lived in his cave and every day birds
brought him bread for food,” Father Dioskouros
said in cultured English, as we sat drinking tea in the
dining room.
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In my short stay at St. Anthony’s, the kind friendship of this monk and the desert fed me. Father
Dioskouros took me to St. Anthony’s cave where
a long narrow tunnel opened up into a fairly large
room. “The temperature is always perfect inside,” he
told me. “Cool when it is hot outside and warm when
it is cold.”
Large frescos covered the walls, and he explained
that the hermits often painted their visions, though
few were artists. Even so, the strength and passion of
their visions came through.
When Father Dioskouros left me at my own
small cave for retreat—more of an overhang, really—I
explored further up the mountain and found a perfect two-room natural formation with a ﬂat ﬂoor. The
stone walls of the cave had been carved by nature into
an abstract mural with swirls of rust and yellow. From
an artistic perspective, the textures and design were so
exquisite it would have been an intrusion on perfection to alter them in any way. A black bird perched
near the mouth of the cave seemed to welcome me.
Just as it became dark, I laid out my blue sleeping bag
on the natural ﬂoor.
Every day of my retreat a black bird came and circled above me and one day, close by, I saw a lion. My
heart raced. We stood transﬁxed, staring at each other
until I took a few steps forward and then realized that
my “lion” was no more than the shadow of a stone on
the ground. Nevertheless, throughout my stay in the
cave, whenever I turned my head in that direction, my
body would still remember that “lion” and adrenaline
would rush through me again.
Beginning on the third day, a strong wind kicked
up and howled through the canyons and across the
desert for an entire day and night. I crawled into my
sleeping bag and covered myself completely for protection. As I lay there, I thought about caves as portals into heaven. The light that shines through the
doorway into the darkness of the cave is the doorway
into spiritual knowing. The caves are locks, and the
mind of the hermit is the key that opens the doorway
to divine consciousness on earth. Every time I drifted
into sleep with the wind still howling, I felt the presence of the sage with me, until I ﬁnally awoke with
the rising sun and the wind had quieted.
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I left my cave retreat in the morning and returned
to the monastery. Father Dioskouros had arranged a
ride for me back to Cairo with a young French couple.
During the ride, they asked me if I would like to stay in
their second-ﬂoor ﬂat in a quiet suburb of Cairo while
they went on a two-week sabbatical from teaching at
the university. I was delighted and accepted eagerly.
The ﬁrst day alone, as I stood at the door to the
ﬂat with groceries from the local market in my arms
searching my purse for the keys, I heard a man come up
the stairs behind me. I assumed he was another tenant
going to the third ﬂoor, but, as I put my key in the lock,
he grabbed my buttocks and pushed me up against the
door. I wheeled around and yelled, “Le! Le! No! No”
He hurriedly ran down the stairs, but when I stopped
screaming to ﬁddle with the key in the door again, he
returned. I kept screaming at the top of my lungs until
he actually left the building. The cave lion came out of
my mouth, a voice I had never heard before.
At the beginning of April, thinking I would stop at the
sea before I entered the desert again, I went to Hotel
Mary’s Beach, seven kilometers south of Ain Sokna
on the Suez Gulf. I planned to spend a month writing
and meditating, much relieved to get out of Cairo, to
touch the water and absorb the silence of this place. I
had a tiny closet-like room with a view of the hills and
the sound of surf twenty feet from my door. A table, a
chair, a good bed—what more could one ask for?
Just as the sun set there was a knock on the door. I
had to show my passport to the local police. Ah, well.
The police wondered why I was here, an American
alone in a hotel with only the manager present.
“Are you leaving tomorrow?” one of the policemen
asked.
“No.”
He responded with a questioning expression. “Are
you on the way to Luxor?”
“No.”
“You cannot stay here,” he replied.
Finally, I remembered the Coptic cross Father
Dioskouros had given me and drew it out from under
three layers of T-shirts. “I’m on my way to the Coptic
monasteries,” I told them. They seemed to accept that
and they released me.

I didn’t mention that I wanted to stay a month
because very few women travel alone in Arab
countries. Every few seconds, wherever I was, on the
street or at a restaurant or shop, I encountered the
same questions in more or less the same order: “Where
are you from? Are you married? Where do you sleep?
Do you want to have sex? (With the accompanying
ﬁnger gesture.) Do you want to buy hashish? Can I
spend your money?”
The people at the hotel were sweet by comparison.
It took them six hours to start asking questions and
they stopped after the second one. Naively, I believed
this place was my haven, and very tired, I entered my
room, locked the door, and fell asleep.
In the middle of the night, someone came to my
door and knocked. When I didn’t answer, a man
yelled, “Open, open, open!”
I screamed back, “No, le, le!”
He tried to pry the door open with a metal object
and then pick the lock.
I leapt out of bed with my arms raised and my
long hair tangled and ﬂying in the air, and I screamed
at the top of my lungs.
I heard his footsteps as he left. Silence. A few
moments later the same footsteps returned with
another person. Rasping, scraping sounds of a screwdriver against metal filled the night silence. The
door shook and the hinges loosened. I quickly put
on another layer of clothes, grabbed my scissors, and
screamed like a wild animal for as long as I possibly
could. Eventually they left. I returned to my bed, fully
dressed, with my scissors still clutched in my hand. I
thought I would spend the whole night in vigil, but
eventually my body gave in to sleep.
The next morning I woke before the sun rose
and I felt a wail like a great wave crash through
my whole body. As sunlight streaked through my
window, I thought about women in the Arab world
and sadness ﬁlled me. One step into the wilderness
and I would have a trail of Muslim men snorting
behind me, making sucking noises. Even the modern
monastic community treated women with disdain. I
had visited a Coptic convent in Cairo and had found
conditions there appalling. While monasteries for
men erected new buildings, these women struggled
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example, was the daughter of the Emperor Zeno. In a
monk’s disguise she healed her sister, thought to be
possessed of evil spirits, by holding her and kissing
her throughout one night. But such unusual behavior on the part of a monk caused the parents to ask
questions. Only after they promised to honor her
secrecy, did Saint Hilaria reveal herself to them as
their daughter. Through her intercession, the Coptic
monasteries began to receive food and support from
their rulers.15
I left the Hotel Mary’s Beach the next day and headed
back into the desert, to Saint Paul’s Coptic Monastery. I had heard the Coptic Pope speak in Cairo and,
although I hadn’t understood his Arabic language,
I had found his presence awe-inspiring. I requested
his permission to create the World Wheel sculpture at
Saint Paul’s Monastery. In a letter given to him by an
attendant, I explained that the World Wheel was a pilgrimage for peace, an effort to create a world family,
and that the sculpture I left behind would represent
the spirit of the desert. He thrilled me by sending his
blessings in response.

Saint Paul’s Coptic Monastery, Egypt

together in a tiny apartment with no apparent means
of ﬁnancial support.
Despite this, women in the Coptic Church have
an extensive and surprising history, and the Church
has a number of well-respected female saints. This
is partly due to their cleverness and wile because,
although some lived in convents, many disguised
themselves as males and entered the monasteries, even becoming cave hermits. A life of disguise
allowed them access to knowledge and equality
they otherwise would not have enjoyed, and some
interesting stories having resulted. Saint Hilaria, for
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To reach Saint Paul’s Coptic Monastery, I took a bus
along the Red Sea. The bus driver dropped me off and
pointed into the desert. “Hike three hours and you
will run into the Monastery.”
As I walked through an endless and stunning vista
of sand dunes, I wondered if I had heard him right.
I kept checking my water, worried that it would run
out. The desert seemed so barren and so vast—and
after three hours of hiking without seeing a plant
or any sign of a person, I found it difﬁcult to believe
that anything else existed there. Blisters formed on
both heels and sweat poured down my neck, caused
by both the sun and the rising fear that I might have
misunderstood the driver.
Just when I thought I must have walked in the
wrong direction, the monastery popped up out of
nowhere, with palm trees and adobe domes rising out
of the desert ﬂoor. Hot and tired, I nearly crumpled
in relief.
When I arrived at the front gate, Father Mati
greeted me in his traditional Coptic black tunic and
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embroidered hood. He took me into the refectory and
offered their mainstay: bread, honey, and tea.
“Where have you been staying in Egypt?” he asked.
I told him about my trouble at the hotel and he
laughed, then he looked concerned. “That’s a dangerous place, a drug center.”
My eyes must have grown wide with understanding, and then I handed him the note of permission
from their Pope.
“We’re happy to have you,” Father Mati said.
“You’ll stay with us in the guest quarters.”
Over the next days and weeks, he shared his time
and knowledge with me, giving me the Philokalia to
read, a collection of texts by monks that concern
the practice of spiritual living, particularly in a
monastery. I had wanted to read these texts ever since
I had read the journal Way of the Pilgrim as a teenager,
because the Philokalia had inspired the Russian
pilgrim. These texts became my inspiration during
my stay at the monastery.

The next day I rose at 3:00 a.m., when the bell rang
for the monks. For the ﬁrst time, I heard Coptic
chanting in the ancient Egyptian language used
before Islam swept through Egypt and forced the
Copts at sword point to become Muslims. Tension
and intrigue still existed between these two religious
groups, and although the ancient language is
thought to be dead, one of the fathers said he knew
of two families who spoke it at home and taught it
to their children.
Later, I sat for hours in the cave of Saint Paul,
where he is rumored to have lived for ninety years
with two lions for companions, and where the birds
fed him. During the day, I observed that when male
visitors arrived at the monastery, Father Mati washed
their feet in the tradition of Jesus.
Every morning and afternoon, I hiked the terrain surrounding the monastery. When I chose my
site for carving at Saint Paul’s, I deliberately chose
it close to the monastery, only a thirty-minute hike

Woman with the Wings of an Eagle, Sun at Her Forehead, Moon at Her Feet, desert of Egypt
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from the buildings. I believed that the sacredness of
the mountain and the presence of the monks would
protect me.
The site ﬁrst attracted me because of a cave I saw
at the very top. As I came near, however, the cave
revealed itself as shadows leading up to a plateau. On
top of the plateau I discovered a natural medicine
wheel with a back wall formed from a limestone
outcropping, all with swells and twists and interesting
textures. As soon as I reached this spot, a heavy
sleepiness came over me and I lay down at its base.
This often happens when I reach the right place, as
though my body knows and relaxes.
While I was there, three cranes greeted me. When
I returned and told the monks, one monk said, “The
cranes are a sign for you. It means you are home.”
I developed tremendous love for the monks. It is
rare to meet people who are unconditionally open, but
with the monks I could be present without manipulation or demand. To have this experience struck me
as an immense gift, particularly in a culture where
strangers of the opposite sex rarely met.
In my room at the guesthouse, I had been reading the Bible, Revelation 12:1-17, which inspired the
sculpture I wanted to create:
And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a
woman clothed with the sun and the moon under
her feet and upon her head a crown of twelve stars.
And she being with child cried, travailing in birth
. . . . to be delivered . . . .And after she gave birth
the woman ﬂed into the wilderness where she hath
a place prepared of God. That they should feed her
there a thousand two hundred and threescore days . .
. . And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the
earth, he persecuted the woman which brought forth
the man child . . . . And to the woman were given
two wings of a great eagle, that she might ﬂy into the
wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished for
a time, and times, and half a time, from the face of
the serpent . . . . And the earth helped the woman.
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In Christian mythology the winged woman is the
Virgin and also the Church, and we, as individuals,
retain part of that body of God while the pattern
of God is also our pattern in our individual lives.
The ﬂight of this woman into the wilderness, to be
nourished and protected by God, was also my ﬂight
and my nourishment.
Except for wandering Bedouins, I saw no one as I
worked. The sculpture became my only companion,
and her eyes watched me from out of the limestone.
She was alive and breathing. Late one afternoon, I laid
my tools down after completing the wings of what
I now called Woman with the Wings of an Eagle, Sun at
Her Forehead, Moon at Her Feet. The sun disappeared
behind the highest range. Peace came over me. I felt I
could die that very moment and I would be perfectly
at peace with death. I would become air, the warmth
of my body would fade with the sun. I would sink
into the sand and become earth, stone, stillness, and
silence.
Egypt had been a time of retreat for me, so when
I ﬁnished the sculpture, I created my own ceremony
alone in the desert and answered my own questions.
I carried bread from the monastery in my backpack
and broke it with a stone, leaving half for the earth.
Standing on the ridge, I spoke my answers to the wind
with my arms raised and my hair ﬂying.
What is our essence? “We come from the great void
and are of that matrix of life that runs through all
creation.” “Our ailment is our own misunderstanding
of who we are. We think we are separate from the earth
and the life around us.” “The solution and healing is to
realize that we breathe with all life as one organism.”
I created Woman with the Wings of an Eagle, Sun at
her Forehead, Moon at her Feet to represent the spirit of
life that is dying in our industrial lives. She would
live wherever nature was left intact. My connection
with the spirit of Egypt came from the tremendous
silence of the desert—not from the pyramids and the
powerful civilization that Egypt represents—but from
their source.
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Woman with the Wings of an Eagle, Sun at Her Forehead, Moon at Her Feet (detail)
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Winged Woman
Simi Hills, California
1976
Vijali carving on Winged Woman

A

FTER A WEEK OF wandering in Los
Angeles in my new VW bug home, I
headed for the mountains. I turned off the freeway
at the Topanga Canyon Road exit and headed inland.
Twenty minutes later, I made another turn onto a
narrow, winding road that led me into the Chatsworth
area in the Simi Hills. Houses grew sparse. As I drove
toward the summit, I could almost believe I was in
total isolation. My shoulders relaxed. My breath
deepened. In front of me rose the highest point of
the hills.
As I parked on the side of the road, my dream
of carving stone in wild areas leapt into my mind.
Could it be now? Should I take my tools? I stepped
out of the car, put on my blue windbreaker, laced my
hiking boots, and placed my hammer and chisel in
my backpack. A deer trail led me into the boulderstudded hills.
Each footstep in the December morning dew
brought out the fragrance of the earth and the scent
of sage. After about thirty minutes, I reached a small
clearing in the brush. In front of me rose giant sandstone boulders—whales, dolphins, turtles, manatees.
Lichen spotted their craggy surfaces—chartreuse,
orange, green. When I touched them, the society of
boulders drew me into their world. The tension of Los
Angeles left me completely and I breathed easily in
the silence, broken only by the chatter of a jay and a
lizard’s scratching on stone. This was my place.
Something caught my eye on the crest of the next
hill and two protruding shapes pulled me closer.
My artist’s eye saw a female form rising from the
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earth with a male form lying by her side—the only
two human forms among the sea creatures. I hiked
through the brush until I stood quietly in front of
them. I felt an almost imperceptible vibration and
then a hum that became an Om rising through my
feet and legs and moving through every cell in my
body to make my own energy dance. I looked around
to make sure I wasn’t experiencing an earthquake.
As I touched the female stone, I heard a voice say,
“I am the Winged Woman.”
“Do I have permission to touch your forms?”
I asked. The presence of the woman in the boulder
was so haunting, her call for release so strong, and
my body’s response so immediate, that I felt certain
of her approval.
I returned to my car, then hiked back to the site
with fruit, nuts, cheese, a mat, and my sleeping bag.
I had seen some mugwort in the ravine and I wanted
to make a dream pillow in the tradition of the Chumash people who used this herb on vision quests. The
scent from the leaves induced prophetic dreams, and
answers to questions were translated into dream imagery. Sliding down into the ravine, I made an offering of
water and prayers to the mugwort and drew my knife
from my back pocket. I cut a few fresh leaves from the
silvery green plant and wrapped them in purple silk.
Beside the Winged Woman and the boulder I named
Reclining Man, I rested my head on the dream pillow
and watched the sun disappear into the stillness of
twilight. I lay in my sleeping bag and listened to the
sounds of my breath and the hoot of an owl on the
far hill. The noise of crickets grew louder, like strains
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of conversation from my last month in Santa Barbara:
You’re a fool to abandon the style of your past artwork. It
has taken years to develop a good clientele, and now you’re
throwing it all away! You have every artist’s dream, a warehouse by the ocean. Why leave it? The crickets stopped
suddenly, as if a conductor had given them a sign,
and my mind returned to the present moment and
the scent of mugwort surrounding me.
The moon rose, changing the boulders into liquid
silver light. Eyelids grew heavy, the weight of my tired
legs and arms pulled me down into the luminous
space between grains of sandstone. I slept soundly
until the ﬁrst morning rays touched the stone and
turned her gold. I awoke with the resolve to work
in harmony with the organic forms of these special
areas, much as I imagined our earliest ancestors
might have done.
I sat in front of the Winged Woman to eat my breakfast of fruit and nuts, and I touched the rock surface,
textured like the sprouting of wings. Her presence was
so strong in the boulder, so compelling, that again I
felt sure she had something to say and wanted me to
free her voice by carving. A breeze blew through the
chaparral. The sound of bees, busy with their day’s
activities, carried me into my own work.
Rose-colored bans streaked through the sandstone.
I ran my hands along these ribbons and touched the
lichen scattered over the surface of the rock. From the
top of the prostrate male form, I leapt onto the upper
part of the twelve-foot female stone. I felt her face with
my hands—she looked radiantly out toward a distant
valley—so I scratched lines into her surface with my

Tools for carving

chisel, outlining her eyes, nose, and lips. I took the
hammer tucked under my belt and released her eyes,
her high cheekbones, and brow. The hammer’s tap,
tap, tap, and the ﬂying chips revived some ancient
memory of primal urge and motion. My hands and
the swing of my arms moved on their own. And for
the ﬁrst time in months, my mind rested.
Three hours passed as a moment. Then I stopped
chiseling and sat on a boulder across from the emerging sculpture. I munched an apple and cheese, and
watched a lizard do push-ups in the warmth of the sun,
establishing his territory on the far side of the rounded
rock we shared. I pulled off my shirt and stretched out
on the boulder, my back against the warm stone, while
cumulus clouds formed in the cerulean sky.
Across from me I felt the penetrating eyes of the
Winged Woman and her gaze drew me back to my work.
As I chiseled, a mound of sand grew around the boulder. I felt drawn into timelessness, carving just as an
unknown ancestor did about 23,000 years ago in Austria, creating the Venus of Willendorf. She could be held
in the hand with her voluminous thighs, breasts, and
stomach her predominant features. Yet her eyes had
not been carved. Why? What were the thoughts of the
person who created that little ﬁgure? Why did I feel so
compelled to carve Winged Woman?
On the curve of Winged Woman’s body, I saw again
the suggestion of wings. The protruding part of the
stone looked like a hand ready to thrust through the
stony membrane and touch the world. First, I drew
the emerging form on the sandstone, and then, with
hammer and pointed chisel, I incised the contours
of the outreaching hand. With the forked chisel I
removed rock fragments, freeing ﬁnger after ﬁnger
until the entire hand stood revealed and seemed to
touch me with warmth.
The sun dropped and shadows lengthened—
an entire day had passed. I put my tools into my
backpack and sat across from Winged Woman. Her
emerging eyes looked benignly upon me and her
sumptuous stone body seemed ready to give birth
to some child of ancient wisdom. Out of nowhere I
heard the words from my dream of the previous week:
The answers are simple; they come from the Earth. They
come from the Earth.
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Stone before carving

Winged Woman, work in progress
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Winged Woman and Reclining Man, Simi Hills, Southern California

With my new mantra, I hiked back to the car,
tucked my sleeping bag and backpack away, and drove
off toward a friend’s home in Beverly Hills. As I turned
off Topanga Canyon Road onto the Ventura Freeway,
trafﬁc slowed and rush hour halted me.
The next morning I examined maps, made telephone calls to the Chatsworth County ofﬁce, and
ﬁnally located a telephone number for the people who
owned the property where I had seen my sculpture.
I called the number, and a woman’s voice answered.
Nervous about what she and her husband would
think, I told her how I had found the site and had
fallen in love with the boulders and the view.
“Please, go ahead,” she said, clearly delighted with

the idea of a sculpture on their land. “Bring friends if
you like, and let us know when you’ve completed the
sculpture. We want to see it.”
Through the next six months, I carved on the
Winged Woman and she worked on me. Sometimes I
slept in my car, sometimes by the boulders, and sometimes at a friend’s home in Los Angeles. Nothing felt
more important than going to the mountains to work
alone with this stone.
Meanwhile, the heightened energy in my body and
the experience of light continued after that night in
Santa Barbara when my world opened up. I had a lot
of pain on the surface of my body as a result. Sometimes, with a surge of energy, my body shook and I
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Winged Woman (detail)
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Reclining Man (detail)

wrestled with shifts of consciousness that occurred
two or three times a day while I tried to look and
behave like a “normal” person.
Sometimes objects around me seemed to breathe
with me. Sometimes I felt as heavy as rock or as light
as a hummingbird. Other times I experienced the
earth shaking, and needed to ask others if we were
having an earthquake. Sometimes I reached such
deep, peaceful knowing and connectedness that no
fear could possibly exist; while at other times I lost
the familiar altogether and experienced my old terror
about going crazy like my dear mother.
But instead of going insane, I felt I was acutely
sane, though I had no way of sharing or communicating this with others who struck me as living in a
conjured, unreal world. Carving stone grounded me,
and only the wilderness felt comfortable, like home.
The wilder the area, the more peace I felt.
In my early years as an artist, I had formed
images in my mind and then projected those images

outside myself onto the medium. But my process had
changed radically during this period. I waited until
I understood what lived in the stone so that I could
be instrumental in releasing its innate form. In turn,
the stone encouraged movement in me. It became a
reciprocal dance. As I worked, the boulder became
my altar, the hammer and chisel my instruments of
worship. As the Winged Woman’s face came alive, I
remembered that ancient stone was a deity, the ﬁrst
object of worship. In this sense, the site was my true
church, and I needed no other.
As my carving progressed, I understood why the
church used stones to shape idols or statues, why the
water of streams became holy water, why the church
took the colors from the sun shining through ﬂowers
and leaves as inspiration for stained-glass windows.
All of nature’s elements were incorporated symbolically into the church, yet distanced from direct experience. While in church, I missed smelling the earth,
feeling the sun on my back, hearing the wind dance
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Winged Woman and Reclining Man (detail)

through leaves. I missed the fragrance of sage and
wildﬂowers anointing the moment with their presence. I wanted my hands in the earth—becoming
“dirty,” as my grandmother would have said. Touching the warm sandstone felt like a return to the beginnings of art, of ceremony, of spirituality.
One morning, as I worked, I realized that the tapping of my chisel against sandstone was my mantra,
and my work had became prayer. By noon I stopped
work and laid my tools on the ground before the
sculpture, stretched out on the big ﬂat rock across
from Winged Woman, and gazed at the sky above me.
My friends in Los Angeles thought that I was in the
mountains “doing art,” but they would not have
understood if I had said I was going to look at clouds
for the day! My calves and back pressed against the
rough sandstone surface, absorbing the warmth while
I drank in the expanse of sky. Hawks circled overhead,
evoking my own movement of spirit, and the day
passed as if only a second.
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One morning I drove over to the Vedanta Center in
Hollywood to pick up my father, who still worked
there as the general manager, to take him to the
mountains to carve with me. I found him in the ofﬁce
inundated with papers, telephone calls, and people
coming in and out to ask questions. He suggested
that I go and talk with the new Swami until he was
ready to leave.
Swami Swahananda had come from India after
Swami Prabhavananda’s death. I didn’t know him
well, but this seemed like a good opportunity to ask
him about the panics that swept over me. I felt strange
entering Swami Prabhavananda’s old room to ﬁnd a
new Swami there. He asked me to take a seat.
“Swami,” I said. “I’ve been experiencing a rise
of energy that changes my perception. Everything
becomes light. My body feels as if it is dissolving and
sometimes I panic.”
“It will pass—just pray to the Lord and say your
mantra.”
I blinked. He stared. Clearly, he hadn’t experienced
what I was going through.
Soon my father came looking for me and we drove
out into the hills. I showed my father how to hold the
hammer and chisel and where to carve on Reclining
Man, the boulder lying next to Winged Woman.
We carved together throughout the day, stopping
now and then to talk or eat. As my father worked on
the wings, I ﬁnished details on the face. We stopped
for lunch and I pulled out our sandwiches. I handed
him the ham sandwich that I knew he liked. “Tell me
more about my mother, about my childhood,” I said
as I poured him a cup of apple juice.
Tears ﬁlled his eyes, “I feel so bad about what happened. But I’m proud of the way you turned out. I’m
lucky to have you as a daughter.”
I laid my hand on his shoulder. “Tell me about
your childhood.” The question unleashed a stream of
stories I will always remember.
“Dad was a salesman.” He handed me his empty
cup and I ﬁlled it with more apple juice. “He was away
from the family a good part of the time. When he was
home, he used to beat me. He’d take out the leather
strap he used to sharpen his razor and would give me
a wallop. Mom would often lie in bed after he left
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for a trip and cry. She didn’t have an easy time.” He
shifted his seat on the rock and looked thoughtful for
a moment. “I remember an experience that changed
my life. One evening when I was about twenty years
old, I was coming home from visiting a friend. I’d
been depressed about my home life. I actually hated
my father. I was walking absentmindedly, kicking a
stone—and all of a sudden, my mood totally changed.
I experienced joy, for no reason. Everything became
positive—I felt love for everyone and everything.”
“Did that feeling last?”
“Yes, for years afterward. Because of that shift I
decided to go into the ministry. I went to Texas and
entered theological studies, but by my third year I’d
become totally disillusioned. I wanted to know what
had caused the shift in my viewpoint and they didn’t
have the answers. I looked into other religious groups,
but only found the answer when I was introduced to
Vedanta.
“Vedanta taught me that the purpose of life is to
know our inherent divine nature. It’s possible for this
shift of consciousness to come about through meditation. Through quieting the mind and letting our
real nature surface.”
I nodded. Then I gathered our lunch remains and
stuck them in my backpack. For the ﬁrst time, I felt
as though I had begun to know my father.
My last day of work arrived. I put the ﬁnishing chisel
marks on the wing of Winged Woman and laid down
my tools. As the sun fell, I stood transﬁxed by the
golden hillside and the boulder sculptures set like
jewels against the darkening sky. I knew that, through
rain and wind and time, nature would continue to
change her.
I climbed onto the far boulder and sat quietly as
the salmon colors of sunset washed over the world.
I suddenly remembered the image that kept coming
to me the last few years, when studio life exhausted
me. Precisely this scene had come into my mind—a
female presence radiating through a completed
boulder sculpture as the evening air wrapped around
us. Gratitude and awe were in my heart.
Here I felt I had ﬁnally met some intrinsic part of
life, an essence that pervaded everything. As I looked
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at Winged Woman, I saw her ﬂying, entering the world
more fully. I saw Reclining Man by her side in repose,
drawn into his inner world. In their gestures they said
to me, “This shift of roles is needed for new balance
to take place between men and women in the world.
The Winged Woman is a moment of transition, of
movement essential to a new kind of partnership. It
is not yet the balanced partnership that is eventually
possible.”
I walked down the slope and drove away as the
birds of night emerged.
That evening I felt drawn to the silence of a campground near Santa Barbara, on the ocean sands of
Summerland. Instead of returning to Los Angeles,
that night I slept by the sea and in the morning I
located the campground host. He lived in a trailer
at the edge of the blacktop designated for parking. I
knocked on the door and a short, sleepy-headed man
said, “What do you want?”
“Sir,” I said, “I would like permission to carve a
sculpture down by the ocean.”
“I guess it’s all right” he replied. “Those boulders
are tumbled by the tide anyway. If anyone complains,
just send them to me.”
I hiked down the beach a couple of miles, enjoying
the early morning light on the water and the ocean
breeze on my skin. The curved shape of a smooth
boulder sitting at the edge of the tide caught my eye.
I stood in the wet sand, feeling the coolness of the
water, listening to the seagulls chatter, and watched
shadows creep slowly from behind rocks.
The next day I returned with my hammer and
chisels. I thought of the high tide each day carving
into the concave womb of this boulder. With each of
my hammer strokes, I felt myself a part of the steady,
relentless rhythm of the cutting waves.
The sun lowered and the tide rose around my feet,
tugging at me with each receding wave. My toes burrowed into the moist sand. When one big, teasing
wave doused my back, I realized it was time to leave
my labor to the waves again. Gathering my tools, I
quickly threw them into my soaked backpack and
hiked up toward the campsite.
After a few weeks’ work, I put the last touches of
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rust-colored paint on three proﬁles carved in the concave shape. Rising from the sand, the proﬁles caught
the rhythm of waves. A name for the sculpture came
to me: Continuum. I put each tool in a cloth, folded
them carefully, then packed them in my bag, and
swung them over my shoulders—leaving the destiny
of the sculpture to the tide.
We had a week of torrential rain and I wanted to
return to Winged Woman to see how she had fared. As
I walked the uphill path I heard voices and I arrived to
ﬁnd a group of people standing near the sculptures.
I approached them and inquired about their visit to
the mountain.
A tall man in blue jeans and a hat turned to me. “A
friend of ours accidentally discovered these ﬁgures,”
he responded, “and told us we had to see them.”
A woman was photographing the piece. She said,

“We’re eager to share it. We’re coming back with
friends next Sunday to meditate.”
They all had a sense of reverence and great
seriousness. I asked, “What do you think it is? What
does it mean?” because I wondered if they had made
up fantastic stories or explanations for its existence.
“We love it,” someone said. “It seems to have some
sort of spiritual meaning. Perhaps it represents an
angel, but we don’t know. We’re just here to enjoy it.”
I have continued to leave the sculptures I carve in their
native homes. I have learned to focus my work not on
a product or its exploitation, but on the experience of
creation itself. Not just on the act of carving, but on
the total experience—the process of getting permission
to work, contact with the earth, the vagaries of wind
and weather, and then sharing the experience with
friends and family and sojourners.

Continuum, Summerland tide, California
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